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Outdoor Provision Plan

Common Play Behaviours (Characteristics of Effective Learning)

Behaviour Gross Motor Skills Nature Play Caring for our Environment Exploring/ Investigative Play Language

Resources

Large construction - wooden blocks, cable reels,

crates, tyres.

Mud kitchen – pots, pans, utensils, wooden bench,

mud, recipes, plates, cups, sink, cooker, herbs and

flowers.

Den building – sticks, materials, pegs, ties.

Water – measuring jugs, funnels, water mammals,

magnifying glasses, water trays, people, shells,

tubes, guttering.

Small world – natural area with bark, grass and

trees, dolls house, train tracks, cars and garage,

dinosaurs, books.

Physical – bikes, bean bags, bats, balls, hoops,

skipping ropes, parachute, sweeping brushes.

Literacy – benches, reading books, paper, pencils,

chunky chalks, paint brushes, large paper, paints,

large chalk board.

Theatre – musical instruments, scarves, ribbons.

Maths – crates, loose parts, numicon, tens frames,

books, picture cards, cones, number mats.

Planting – spades, soil, seeds, pots, watering cans,

books, instructions.

On track

Children build structures with a purpose in

mind. They create large props for their role

play which they can climb on or get inside.

Children build obstacle courses and

demonstrate different ways of travelling.

They build dens effectively using the

resources provided. Children access and use

the bikes appropriately and with control and

spatial awareness. They use physical

resources suitably in their play. Children

show knowledge of keeping themselves and

others safe.

On track

Children use books and other resources

to find out further information about

their environment. They actively seek

out natural experiences and use their

prior knowledge to make

predictions/links. Children enjoy

exploring natural resources in different

ways and will compare and contrast. They

may notice and create patterns using

natural resources. Children are intrigued

to find out more and will ask questions

and give suggestions. In the mud kitchen,

children use various resources to support

their imaginative play.

On track

Children will understand the importance

of treating our environment with respect

and care. They will demonstrate this

understanding by showing care for their

outdoor area, using it appropriately to

learn and play. Children will be able to

speak about why it is important to

respect and care for our environment.

On track

Children shows high levels of

engagement when investigating in the

garden. They stay focussed for a long

period of time and will try different

methods and use different resources,

such as found resources, books,

measuring apparatus etc. Children will

show their findings through recording.

This could be via mark-making, or using

another tool such as technology to

record. Children will make predictions

and may test out their ideas. They will

show others of their successes and use

their findings to extend their learning.

They are the same/different because…

It worked/didn’t work because…

I could change…

I think…because…

Tell me about…?

How could you change it?

That is okay/not okay because…

Exceeding

Children can explain how to use resources in

a way that keeps themselves and their

friends safe. They practise this without

supervision. Children use the resources

provided to combine experiences, such as

construction/water and extend their

learning, experimenting with different ideas

and hypotheses.

Exceeding

Children ask lots of questions, but know

how to find out further information from

books or technology when needed. They

will experiment with nature and use it to

support their play. Children will

confidently discuss changes in their

environment.

Exceeding

Children have basic understanding of

some of the factors that affect our

world. They can talk about some of the

things they can do to support our world,

including not dropping litter, growing

plants, taking care of bugs etc.

Exceeding

Children plan their investigations,

making decisions and recording their

plans. They then carry them out and

think critically about the results.

Children develop ideas of cause and

effect.

It looks different/the same because…

I think…

How do you know?

Tell me about…?

They/we both have…

First I…

What could you do next?

Area of Learning Links - Communication and Language, Personal, Social and Emotional Development, Physical Development, Literacy, Maths, Understanding the World, Expressive Arts and Design.

Adult Role - each children how to be safe learners outdoors. Teach children about the importance of caring for our environment and model this outlook. Encourage children to be explorative and investigative in their

learning.


